
SEO ARTICLE WRITING AND SUBMISSION

Among all the SEO techniques, article submission can be one of the most successful. Article submission generally
refers to the writing of.

Make the article short, crisp and to the point. When equipped with the list, proceed to the next step. Each
article site adds a new link. Article submission generally refers to the writing of articles that are relevant to
your online business and then getting them added to the popular article submission directories. Now create
your article, using SEO friendly article writing techniques. We can link to any page on your website. Just
avoid universally inappropriate topics and observe guidelines regarding the size of each element of the article.
Therefore, it is essential that the articles you intend to submit are directly related and relevant to your business.
Once you have selected your target sites, you need to observe their conventions and finally, write your articles
accordingly. So, the query to search for such article directories on Google will be "allinurl:login2submitart.
All content is original and never copied. After registering on that particular website, click on submit button
that will take you to the article submission form. Leave a Reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Do
you need keywords and how often do you use them? Submit Articles, and grab the list Option 2 somewhat
easy Ask Google for something like "list of article directories" or use similar search queries. This will give
you several different slants to use for each paragraph of your article. There are a few options here: Option 1 an
easy one SEO SpyGlass comes with a list of article directories that you may use for submission. This means
the articles are keyword rich, related to your business, and have keyword rich anchor text. Some are claimed to
be the cutting edge, others are as old as the Rolling Stones; some are told to yield great results, others â€” to
be the loss of efforts. These links are one-way permanent links directed towards your website using your
keywords. This means your article is found by people searching online. On the other hand, writing unique
articles is very time consuming, your efforts may be not worth it. Obviously, it is important to make sure that
the articles you intend to submit are directly related or relevant to your business. All tags and titles used
should be easily detectable by the web crawler. Fill all the details asked in the form such as body, category,
caption, keywords, author and schedule the release time and date. Benefits of Article Submission Article
submission is done to increase traffic, backlinks and create brand awareness. How an Article Should be â€”
Tips of a Good Article There are some most important points that you need to remember while submitting an
article:- The article should be unique and should have some relevant information. Each site also has RSS feed
aggregators that pick up articles and share it with other sites. As well as delivering a powerful message, article
submissions increase your professional standing. The text in the link helps the search engines understand what
your website is about. This is perfect for deep linking. Spin the article for better results As you know Google
devalues pages with duplicate content. Here are the steps for submitting an article â€” First of all, you need to
select a directory and create an account by registering on it. Copyscape is a free service that checks the
internet for duplicate content and plagiarism. Two of the main benefits are: Article submissions can enhance
and improve the ranking of your online business in search engines by increasing the quantity of backlinks and
PR. Choose one of the titles to use as your article title, and use the other four as subheadings.


